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The global phenomenon that has sold 3.5 million copies, is published in a record-breaking 43

languages and is a bestseller across five continents&#151;now updated and expanded with new

content. This global bestseller, embraced by organizations and industries worldwide, challenges

everything you thought you knew about the requirements for strategic success. Now updated with

fresh content from the authors, Blue Ocean Strategy argues that cutthroat competition results in

nothing but a bloody red ocean of rivals fighting over a shrinking profit pool. Based on a study of 150

strategic moves (spanning more than 100 years across 30 industries), the authors argue that lasting

success comes not from battling competitors but from creating &#147;blue

oceansâ€•&#151;untapped new market spaces ripe for growth.Blue Ocean Strategy presents a

systematic approach to making the competition irrelevant and outlines principles and tools any

organization can use to create and capture their own blue oceans. This expanded edition

includes:&#149; A new preface by the authors: Help! My Ocean Is Turning Red&#149; Updates on

all cases and examples in the book, bringing their stories up to the present time&#149; Two new

chapters and an expanded third one&#151;Alignment, Renewal, and Red Ocean Traps&#151;that

address the most pressing questions readers have asked over the past 10 yearsA landmark work

that upends traditional thinking about strategy, this bestselling book charts a bold new path to

winning the future. Consider this your guide to creating uncontested market space&#151;and

making the competition irrelevant.To learn more about the power of blue ocean strategy, visit

blueoceanstrategy.com. There youâ€™ll find all the resources you need&#151;from ideas in practice

and cases from government and private industry, to teaching materials, mobile apps, real-time

updates, and tips and tools to help you make your blue ocean journey a success.
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In the decade since the first edition of their book was released, the ferocity of competition in existing

industries and the pressures on costs and profits have only intensified, according to authors W

Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne in the latest incarnation of their best-selling book, Ã¢Â€ÂœBlue

Ocean Strategy Expanded EditionÃ¢Â€Â•. That is why there is a rising call for creative new solutions

and such an allure in the idea of escaping from cut-throat Ã¢Â€Âœred oceanÃ¢Â€Â• markets into

competition-free Ã¢Â€Âœblue oceanÃ¢Â€Â• market space.While most businesses and organizations

are trapped in very difficult competitive environments, there are plenty of examples around of

organizations which have carved out their highly profitable blue-ocean niche. Is their success

attributable solely to rare strategic brilliance or luck, or is there a systematic way of coming up with

winning strategies? According to the authors, there are systematic ways of finding blue oceans, and

the book provides a number of tools designed to help the reader do just that.Blue ocean strategy is

fundamentally based on value innovation; that is, finding a new way of providing compelling value to

clients or customers by pursuing both differentiation and low cost at the same time. To do this, you

identify the different strategic factors applicable to a particular industry, and then select some factors

to be reduced well below the industryÃ¢Â€Â™s standard, some to be raised, some to be eliminated

and some new ones to be created. The result of the process needs to be a focused strategy which

diverges significantly from the industryÃ¢Â€Â™s average profile, and which comes with a

compelling tagline.However, a truly sustainable blue ocean strategy also needs barriers to imitation.

These can include:Ã¢Â€Â¢ Alignment barriers, making it difficult for competitors to align their value

proposition, profit and people in the same wayÃ¢Â€Â¢ Cognitive and organizational barriers,

whereby the particular form of value innovation conflicts with competitorsÃ¢Â€Â™ conventional

logicÃ¢Â€Â¢ Brand barriers, whereby the value innovation conflicts with competitorsÃ¢Â€Â™ brand

imageÃ¢Â€Â¢ Economic and legal barriers, such as patents, a natural monopoly or a cost

advantage driven by high volumeWhile not every reader of the book will discover a perfectly formed

blue ocean strategy, almost every reader who spends time and effort working through the tools

provided by the authors will come up with some creative strategic ideas which might not otherwise

have arisen. This is one of my favourite books on strategy and, although the changes between the

first edition and the expanded edition are not substantial, they are still enough to justify the price of



buying the new edition.

Wow! This new, expanded edition is even better! I read Blue Ocean Strategy in 2005 after retiring

from building my own surgical equipment business. I was so impressed that I contacted the 2

professors at INSEAD who wrote the book, expecting to never hear back. The next day I received

an email from Professor Renee Mauborgne thanking me for my praise for their book and inviting me

to enter the rigorous qualification process for the Blue Ocean Strategy Network. Long story short,

there were over 800 applicants from 26 countries; 60 of us qualified and I, somehow, slipped

through the cracks. It has been a most gratifying, fulfilling 2nd career---I have given keynote

speeches on BOS all over the world and consulted with, conducted BOS workshops for Fortune 500

companies, showing them how to escape the cutthroat competition of bloody RED OCEANS, and

how to create new, uncontested market space a la BLUE OCEANS. This book changed my life. And

I am not alone...over 3.5 million copies have sold in 43 languages. Now, this new, expanded edition

gives concrete evidence that the BOS analytic tools and framework do actually work! As a

businessman and business owner over 31 years, I spent an inordinate amount of time in bloody

Red Oceans. The chapter on Red Ocean Traps is more than worth the price of the book. If I had

had the benefit of Blue Ocean Strategy back when I was working night and day building my own

business, I would have not only been more successful, but I would have been dangerous! I highly

recommend this expanded edition to everyone in business, nonprofits, and even government who

want to, who need to radically change the status quo.Bill KimbrellLexington, KYAuthor of CODE 936

Some may not count this as a review because the book was so worthless to me I had to stop

reading not even half way through & skimmed through the rest trying to find something to learn. I've

read such great reviews on this book so I forced myself to keep reading to the point that I couldn't

anymore and would pass out if I read about Cirque du Soleil once more.The problem with it is there

is no actionable steps. It tells you what other companies did but not in depth on how they did it & not

even a little bit of how to implement the steps yourself. Pure fluff. Simple as that.
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